WITH THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC EMERGENCE IN THE COUNTRIES bordering the SOVIET UNION, the POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SUPPORT of the WESTERN GOVERNMENTS for the NEWS AGENCIES and SOVIET GOVERNMENT and CONTROL of NEWS AGENCIES are CLEARLY EMERGING. These TWO COUNTRIES, WHERE LEFTISTS IN GOOD POSITION TO PROVIDE FOR SOVIET BLOC, ANTI-COLD WAR STRUGGLE TO CONTROLLED NEWS. REPORTS INDICATE NEWSPAPERS WILL BE ORDERED TO PURCHASE AND PRINT NEWS FROM THESE SOVIET SUPPORTED AGENCIES. NO WAY TO OVERTAKE WESTERN NEWS SERVICES BUT THEY WILL FIND IT DIFFICULT TO COMPETE WITH SUBSIDIZED SOVIET NEWS AGENCIES BACKED BY POLITICAL PRESSURE FOR SUPPORT OF BLOC INTEREST. INnova MEDIA ALSO.

2. PARIS INTERESTS OBVIOUSLY AFFECTED BY ABOVE DEVELOPMENTS AND HE NO DOUBT ARRIVED AS EFFECT HIS RECENT VISIT WITH A GOAL AT NEXT MEETING WITH PARIS ASKING OFFICIALS TO STUDY INTO THIS SUBJECT AND ATTEMPT ASCERTAIN WHAT PLANS OR IDEAS PARIS MAY HAVE